
 

HOW  YOU THINK THE FOOD SYSTEM LOOKS

FARM
Food is grown (plant-

based) or raised (meat,
egg, dairy) on a farm

RETAIL
Sold in a grocery store,

restaurant, farmer's
market, etc.

PROCESSING PLANT
Processed and packaged;

often requires multiple steps

CONSUMER
Prepared and eaten



 

HOW THE FOOD SYSTEM ACTUALLY LOOKS

CONSUMER
With limited affordable and

accessible options at nearby
stores, families and individuals

are left with food that is low
nutritional quality and can lead

to a variety of health issues

PROCESSING PLANT
Food is processed and packaged, often

in rural non-white areas that employ
Black and non-white immigrant labor in
dangerous and unsanitary conditions

but are typically owned by wealthy
white folks.

RETAIL
The food selection in low-income

neighborhoods is smaller, poorer quality,
highly processed, and lacks culturally
relevant or fresh options. Instead of

grocery stores, there is an abundance of
fast food outlets, convenience stores, and

liquor stores. This is a result of racist
zoning laws that creates food swamps and

food apartheid. 

FARM
Support, resources, and land access
for beginning farmers are granted to

predominantly white growers who
sell their produce at a high price.

CONSUMER
Unhealthy options and
low-quality produce is

also distributed through
food giveaways, which is

only a bandaid to the
problem of food access.

FARM
Vegetables are grown out of

state on stolen land belonging
to corporate agriculture

operation that spray their crops
with chemicals. Animals are

raised in inhumane conditions
at factories that pollute the

surrounding neighborhoods,
predominantly low-income

communities of color.



 

HOW WE'RE REIMAGINING THE FOOD SYSTEM

FARM
Black and brown farmers
are supported with the
resources and land to

grow culturally relevant
food with environmentally

sustainable practices

FOOD HUB
Community-driven food hub that

aggregates, markets, and distributes
locally and regionally grown food

through just and equitable practices

RESOURCE
SHARING
Mentorship

(knowledge), tool
shares (assets), and

youth initiatives
(intergenerational

wisdom)

RETAIL
Distributed equitably to grocery
stores, restaurants, schools and
available at an affordable price

CONSUMER
Celebration of and

community around food

Consumers and workers
inform every stage of

the process


